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-------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT-------------------------------------------------------------
In this paper, we are concerned with security for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) using threshold cryptography. 
When we are applying cryptography to MANETs, key management schemes must provide the cryptographic keys in a 
secure manner and storing the secret information within the nodes, thwarting the activities of malicious nodes inside a 
network and is how to distribute the role of the trusted authority among the nodes. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) 
represent complex distributed systems that comprise wireless mobile nodes that can freely and dynamically self-organize 
into arbitrary and temporary, ad-hoc network topologies. Secret Sharing Scheme is a method which distributes shares of a 
secret to a set of participants in such a way that only authorized subset of participants can uniquely reconstruct the secret 
and an unauthorized subset can get no information about the secret. In this paper we present a new multilevel secret 
sharing scheme by extending the Shamir’s to the case that the global threshold is strictly greater than the sum of the 
compartment thresholds and we indicate how to use the threshold secret sharing schemes based on polynomial 
interpolation. These schemes are based on one-way functions (Discrete Logarithm) which are computationally perfect. In 
the first scheme the number of public shares grows exponentially with the number of participants. To overcome this 
disadvantage we proposed two efficient schemes in which the number of public shares ate linearly proportional to the 
number of participants. Both these schemes are similar except that in the third scheme the identities of the participants are 
also hidden. In this we also addressed the problem of malicious shareholders that aim to corrupt a secret sharing scheme. 
To prevent such a threat, legitimate shareholders must detect any modification of shares that has not been issued by a node 
responsible for the sharing of secret S. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [3] is a set of 
mobile devices that are connected through wireless links. 
MANETs have characteristics such as limited bandwidth, 
absence of any fixed central structure, and ever changing 
topologies. Thus, implementing strong security services 
in such environments is very hard and MANETs are 
highly vulnerable to various security attacks [2]. To solve 
security problems, public key cryptography must be used 
in MANETs without incurring heavy network traffic. One 
of the main components of PKI infrastructure is a 
certificate authority (CA), it is a trusted third party used 
for issuing, revoking, and managing of user certificates. 
Unfortunately, the CA itself can be attacked and finally 
compromised; in this case, the intruder can sign 
certificates using the CAs private key. 
          Certificate authorities (CAs) are the main 
components of PKI that enable us for providing basic 
security services in wired networks and Internet. But, we 

cannot use centralized CAs, in mobile ad hoc networks 
(MANETs). So, many efforts have been made to adapt 
CA to the special characteristics of MANETs and new 
concepts such as distributed CAs (DCAs) have been 
proposed that distribute the functionality of CA between 
MANET nodes.  
      Key management system is an underlying mechanism 
for securing both networking functions (e.g., routing) and 
application services in mobile ad hoc networks. Public 
Key Infrastructure (PKI) has been recognized as one of 
the most effective tools for providing security for 
dynamic networks. However, providing such an 
infrastructure in MANETs is a challenging task due to 
their infrastructure less nature. Hence, the PKI in ad hoc 
networks are mobile hosts nodes (or a set of them), then 
the key management system should not trust nor rely on 
any fixed Certificate Authority CA, but should be self 
organized. 
          We identify two main challenges in distributing the 
CA functionality over multiple nodes. The first challenge 
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[13] is picking a set of nodes to collectively provide the 
CA service. The second and equally important challenge 
is how to provide efficient and effective communication 
between the mobile nodes and the CA nodes, even in 
dynamic networks with possible compromises or 
temporary network partitions. 
 

1.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF MANET  
A MANET consists of mobile platforms (e.g., a router 
with multiple hosts and wireless communications 
devices)–herein simply referred to as”nodes”–which are 
free to move about arbitrarily. The nodes may be located 
in or on airplanes, ships, trucks, cars, perhaps even on 
people or very small devices, and there may be multiple 
hosts per router. A MANET is an autonomous system of 
mobile nodes. The system may operate in isolation, or 
may have gateways to and interface with a fixed network. 
In the latter operational mode, it is typically envisioned to 
operate as a ”stub” network connecting to a fixed 
internetwork. Stub networks carry traffic originating at 
and/or destined for internal nodes, but do not permit 
exogenous traffic to ”transit” through the stub network. 
 
 
MANET nodes are equipped with wireless transmitters 
and receivers using antennas which may be unidirectional 
(broadcast), highly-directional (point-to-point), possibly 
steerable, or some combination thereof. At a given point 
in time, depending on the nodes’ positions and their 
transmitter and receiver coverage patterns, transmission 
power levels and co-channel interference levels, a 
wireless connectivity in the form of a random, multi-hop 
graph or ”ad hoc” network exists between the nodes. This 
ad hoc topology may change with time as the nodes move 
or adjust their transmission and reception parameters. 
 

 
 
      The concepts of threshold secret sharing [10], [4] and 
secret share updates are not new, and have been studied 
in the cryptography context. However, these proposals 
assume limited number of secret share holders, and are 
not scalable to network size. They typically involve 

excessive communication overhead, and assume a richly 
connected network topology. 
Besides the scaling issue, these solutions do not work 
well in the mobile networking environment. They cannot 
satisfy the following two requirements for mobile 
networking security: (1) Mobile users demand anywhere, 
anytime ubiquitous security services, since they may 
freely roam. As long as the network condition is better 
than a predefined lower bound, security services should 
be available all the time. (2) Compared to wired 
networks, wireless networks are constrained by their 
unique features. Security services must be provided 
despite wireless channel error, network partitioning, and 
entity joins/leaves. For the above reasons, these existing 
solutions are not applicable to mobile networks with 
dynamic membership. 
        Secret sharing is a cryptographic primitive, which is 
used to distribute a secret among participants in such a 
way that an authorized subset of participants can uniquely 
reconstruct the secret and an unauthorized subset can get 
no information about the secret. It is a fundamental 
method used in secure multiparty computations, where 
various distrusted participants cooperate and conduct 
computation tasks based on the private data they provide. 
A secret sharing scheme is called ideal if the maximal 
length of the shares and the length of the secret are 
identical. Secret sharing was first proposed by Blakley 
[4] and Shamir[10]. The scheme by Shamir relies on the 
standard Lagrange polynomial interpolation, whereas the 
scheme by Blakley[4] is based on the geometric idea that 
uses the concept of intersecting hyper planes. 
The family of authorized subsets is known as the access 
structure. An access structure is said to be monotone if a 
set is qualified then its superset must also be qualified. 
Several access structures are proposed in the literature. 
They include the (t, n) - threshold access structure, the 
Generalized access structure and the Multipartite access 
structure. In the (t, n) - threshold access structure there 
are n shareholders, an authorized group consists of any t 
or more participants and any group of at most t - 1 
participants is an unauthorized group.         
                      Let U be a set of n participants and let 2U 
be its power set. Then the ’Generalized access structure’ 
refers to situations where the collection of permissible 
subsets of U may be any collection ! " 2#  having the 
monotonicity property. In multipartite access structures, 
the set of players U is partitioned into m disjoint entities $%,$&,… . . ,$( called levels and all players in each level 
play exactly the same role inside the access structure. 
    Compartmented access structure is a multipartite 
access structure such that all subsets containing at least )* 
participants from $* for every i, 1 , - , ., and a total of 
at least )/ participants are qualified to reconstruct the sec 
Formally, 
       ! 0 12 3 $: |24$*| 5 )*,     
                678 9:98;  - " 11,2, . . ,.<=>? |2| 5 )/, where )/ 5 ∑ )*,(*A%   
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This access structure was first proposed by Simmons[41]. 
It was later generalized it to this form by Brickell[23] and 
it is now known as the compartmented access structure 
with lower bounds [42], [43]. A secret sharing scheme is 
a perfect realization of ! if for all B " !, the users in A 
can always reconstruct the secret and for all B not in !, 
the users in B collectively cannot learn anything about 
the secret, in the information theoretic sense. 
 

1.2 THRESHOLD CRYPTOGRAPHY 
  In threshold cryptography, operations like the 
generation of digital signatures are divided among 
network nodes, so that the action can be done if at least a 
certain number of parties collaborate. It tolerates the 
crashes of some components, for example, a (t-1, n) 
threshold signature allows, in a group of a total of n 
parties, any t parties sign jointly, but no coalition of up to 
t - 1 parties can. Any service provided by CA is 
performed jointly by )C) , 2D CA nodes, where t is 
called the threshold of the secret sharing. In this way, 
even if an attacker has discovered the secret shares of 
some but less than t CA nodes, the attacker still cannot 
recover CAs secret key. However, the above threshold 
secret sharing scheme still fails when the shares of more 
than t, CA nodes have been discovered by the intruders 
over a sufficiently long period. 
 

1.3 RELATED WORK 
MANETs has several kinds of security issues, caused by 
their nature of collaborative and open systems and by 
limited availability of resources. On the other hand, the 
secret sharing method has been actively studied in the 
field of cryptography [10], [15], [44]. The advantage of 
using the secret sharing method is that the possibility of a 
single point of failure is significantly reduced. Moreover, 
the secret sharing method has been applied in mobile ad 
hoc networks, [15], proposed a distributed public-key 
management scheme based on threshold secret sharing in 
which the CA services are divided into a certain number 
of specialized servers. The drawback is that it assumes 
some nodes must behave as servers. When moving 
towards fully distributed infrastructure, a decentralized 
authentication protocol is developed to distribute the 
authentication of a certificate authority (CA) by utilizing 
secret sharing. 
 Simmons [41] introduced the compartmented access 
structure and presented ideal secret sharing schemes for 
some particular examples of this access structure [26]. 
These constructions are based on the generalization of 
the geometric method by Blakley [25]. Brickell also 
studied the compartmented access structure, generalized 
it to be called as compartmented access structure with 
lower bounds, and proposed a method based on vector 
space concepts to construct ideal secret sharing schemes 
[23]. A method that uses duality techniques to construct 
an ideal secret sharing scheme for compartmented access 
structure with lower bounds was suggested in 
[33].Constructions of ideal vector space secret sharing 
schemes for variants of the compartmented access 

structure and also for some tripartite access structure 
have been given in [21], [24], [27], [30], [33]. Almost all 
of these constructions require a huge number of 
determinants, which can grow exponentially on the 
number of participants, to be computed [25], [22], [33]. 
There are no known schemes for compartmented access 
structures that circumvent this problem [33].  
      Tassa [32] and Tassa and Dyn [33] proposed ideal 
secret sharing schemes, based on Birkhoff interpolation 
and bivariate polynomial interpolation respectively, for 
several families of multipartite access structures that 
contain the multilevel and compartmented ones. These 
schemes are perfect in a probabilistic manner [29]. 
        Variants of the access structure called 
compartmented access structure with upper bounds and 
compartmented access structure with upper and lower 
bounds have also been introduced in [23], [26], [32]. 
Herranz and Saez [27] offered a family of ideal 
multipartite access structures that can be seen as a variant 
of the compartmented ones. 
       In 1994, He and Dawson [37] proposed a multistage 
secret sharing (MSS) to share multiple secrets based on 
one-way function. They used the public shift technique to 
obtain the true shadows and the successive applications 
of a one-way function to make the secrets reconstructed 
stage-by-stage in predetermined order. In their scheme, 
the secret holder publishes pn public values. In order to 
reduce the number of public values, Harn [35] proposed 
an alternative scheme which has a smaller number of 
public values than He and Dawsons scheme [37]. In 
Harns scheme [35], the secret holder publishes p (n-t) 
public values. 
       In 1995, He and Dawson [38] proposed a dynamic 
multi-secret sharing scheme based on two-variable one-
way function. The two-variable one-way function is a 
good method to avoid disclosing the secret shadows. In a 
dynamic secret sharing scheme, the secret holder has the 
ability to publish some information about which secret 
he/she wants to share. All of the above schemes [35], 
[37], [38] use the one-way function and the polynomials 
of degree (t - 1) ([37], [38]) or (n-1) ([35]) to distribute 
secrets. Harn [36] proposed another threshold multi-
secret sharing scheme which is based on the Lagrange 
interpolating polynomial and the DSA-type digital 
signatures [39], [40]. 
 

1.4 OUR CONTRIBUTION 
In this paper, we focus on providing a secret sharing 
approach that is useful for compartmented (levels) 
infrastructure in MANETs. We inspire ourselves from the 
Ghodosi’s [17] secret sharing schemes for 
compartmented groups. We present ideal secret sharing 
schemes for compartmented groups based on public 
information. Our proposed schemes are computationally 
perfect and based on one-way function (Discrete 
Logarithm). We also provide verification of the shares 
(cheating detection) provided by the participants in the 
reconstruction phase. We will further explore the multi-
secret sharing aspect with the vision to apply our 
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proposed method in a particular cluster- based 
architecture. In this kind of clustered topology, a node 
with more security privileges, called cluster head could 
be responsible for the generation, distribution and 
renewal of secret shares. The organization of the paper is 
as follows. In section 2 we will discuss some basic 
concepts related to MANETs and secret sharing. In 
Section 3 we describe a construction for computationally 
secure general secret sharing for compartmented groups 
based on public information. Section 4 describes 
compartmented secret sharing schemes used to avoid the 
disadvantage of the scheme described in section 3 and 
conclusions are in section 5. 

2. BASIC CONCEPTS 
Here we explain the definitions of some concepts used in 
this paper. 

2.1 SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 
The security services [2] of ad hoc networks are not 
altogether different than those of other network 
communication paradigms. The goal is to protect the 
information and the resources from attacks and 
misbehavior. In dealing with network security, we shall 
explain the following requirements that an effective 
security paradigm must ensure: 
 
2.1.1 Availability: ensures that the desired network 

services are available whenever they are 
expected, in spite of attacks. Systems that ensure 
availability seek to combat denial of service and 
energy starvation attacks that we will present 
later. 

2.1.2 Authenticity: ensures communication from one 
node to another is genuine. It ensures that a 
malicious node cannot masquerade as a trusted 
network node. 

2.1.3 Data confidentiality: is a core security primitive for 
ad hoc networks, It ensures that a given message 
cannot be understood by anyone else than its 
(their) desired recipient(s). Data confidentiality 
is typically enabled by applying cryptography. 

2.1.4 Integrity: denotes the authenticity of data sent from 
one node to another. That is, it ensures that a 
message sent from node A to node B was not 
modified by a malicious node, C, during 
transmission. If a robust confidentiality 
mechanism is employed, ensuring data integrity 
may be as simple as adding one-way hashes to 
encrypted messages. 

2.1.5 Non-repudiation: ensures that the origin of the 
message is legitimate. i.e when one node 
receives a false message from another, 
nonrepudiation allows the former to accuse the 
later of sending the false message and enables 
all other nodes to know about it. Digital 
signature may be used to ensure nonrepudiation 

 
 

2.2 SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS [1] 
Without some form of network-level or link-layer 
security, a MANET routing protocol is vulnerable to 
many forms of attack. It may be relatively simple to 
snoop network traffic, replay transmissions, manipulate 
packet headers, and redirect routing messages, within a 
wireless network without appropriate security provisions. 
While these concerns exist within wired infrastructures 
and routing protocols as well, maintaining the ”physical” 
security of of the transmission media is harder in practice 
with MANETs. Sufficient security protection to prohibit 
disruption of modification of protocol operation is 
desired. This may be somewhat orthogonal to any 
particular routing protocol approach, e.g. through the 
application of IP Security techniques Mobile wireless 
networks are generally more prone to physical security 
threats than are fixed, hardwired networks. Existing link-
level security techniques (e.g. encryption) are often 
applied within wireless networks to reduce these threats. 
Absent link-level encryption, at the network layer, the 
most pressing issue is one of inter-router authentication 
prior to the exchange of network control information. 
Several levels of authentication ranging from no security 
(always an option) and simple shared-key approaches, to 
full public key infrastructure based authentication 
mechanisms will be explored by the group. As an adjunct 
to the working groups efforts, several optional 
authentication modes may be standardized for use in 
MANETs. 
 

2.3       SHAMIR’S (t, n) THRESHOLD SECRET  
SHARING SCHEME 

 
     In this sub section, we review Shamir`s [10] threshold 
secret sharing scheme. Then, we give some fundamental 
definitions of hierarchical threshold secret sharing 
scheme and compartmented threshold secret sharing 
schemes. 
      The Shamir [10] (t, n) threshold scheme uses 
polynomial interpolation. Let secrets be taken from the 
set  E " FGH  where FGHa finite Galois field with q 
elements is. Shamir scheme uses two algorithms: the 
dealer and combiner. The dealer sets up the scheme and 
distributes shares to all participants I 0 1I%,I,… ,IJ< via 
secure channels. The combiner collects shares from 
collaborating participants and computes the secret only if 
the set of cooperating participants is of size t or more. To 
set up a (t, n) threshold scheme the dealer chooses n 
distinct nonzero elements  K%, K&,…KJ  " FGH and 
publishes them. Next for a secret S, the dealer randomly 
chooses t-1 elements =%, =&,… . ,=LM% from FGH and forms 
the following polynomial                            
               6CKD 0 E N ∑ =*LM%*A% K*. 
 
The share of participant I* is E* 0 6CK*D. The secret E 0 6C0D. Note that =* are randomly chosen from all 
elements of FGH, so in general, f(x) is of degree at most t 
- 1. During the reconstruction phase, the combiner takes 
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shares of at least t participants E*O , E*P ,… . , E*Q , and solves 
the system of equations to recovery the secret.  
       The Lagrange interpolation formula gives the 
expression for the secret S. It is known that the Shamir 
scheme is perfect. That is, if a group of fewer than t 
participants collaborate, their original uncertainty about S 
remains unchanged. 
 

2.4       GHODASI [17] COMPARTMENTED 
SECRET SHARING SCHEME 

 
Let the set of participants P be partitioned into l 
disjointI%,I,… ,IR sets. The proposed secret sharing 
scheme for compartmented access structure as follows. 
The numbers of participants in different compartments 
and integers ), )%, ),… , )R determine an instance of the 
compartmented access structure. 

We consider two distinct cases: 
 
Case (1): ) 0 ∑ )*R*A%  
            In this case the compartmented access structure 
is: 
        ! 0 1B 3 I: |B4I*| 5 )*,678   - " 11,2, . . , S< 
A trivial solution for the above access structure is as 
follows. The dealer simply chooses l - 1 random values T%, T&,… , TRM%from elements of GF(q), and defines a 
polynomial, UCKD 0 V N T%K N T&K& N WN TRM%KRM% 
The secret V 0 UC0Dand the partial secrets U* 0 UC-D for   - " 11,2, . . , S<. In this scheme dealer constructs a 
ShamirC)* ,>*D scheme for each compartment i. The 
schemes are independently designed and the scheme in 
the i-th compartment allows to recover the partial key U*. 
The collections of shares for all compartments are later 
distributed securely to the participants. Obviously, if at 
least ti participants of the i-th compartment pool their 
shares, they can reconstruct the partial secret U*. A group 
of fewer than )*collaborating participants learns 
absolutely nothing about U*. Thus, the reconstruction of 
the secret K needs all partial keys to be reconstructed by 
at least )* participants in each compartments i.  
 
 Case(2): ) X ∑ )*R*A%  In this case, the corresponding 
access structure is: ! 0 1B 3 I: |B| 5 ), |B4I*| 5 )*,678   - " 11,2, . . , S< 
Let Y 0 ) Z ∑ )*R*A%  The secret sharing scheme for above 
mentioned compartmented access structure is given in 
[17]. 
 
 
3.   GENERAL SECRET SHARING FOR 

COMPARTMENTED GROUPS  
 

We develop the secret sharing method in a fully 
distributed manner: Each collector node acts as the dealer 
node as defined in the secret sharing scheme [10] and is 
responsible to distribute the decryption key of its own 

data. Based on the architecture of MANETs, every node 
in the MANET is having the unique address. In a 
network, any node is ac ting as a source and destination 
remaining all other nodes in the region is to be 
considered as routers. Thus, in order to identify the secret 
shares that belong to the same key, the collector node will 
generate a unique key ID to append to each key share. 
The unique key ID will help to identify the secret shares 
that belong to the authorized set or not in the 
reconstruction phase. 

 
       In this section we describe a construction for 
computationally secure general secret sharing scheme for 
compartmented groups based on public information. Let 
S be the secret and n be the total number of participants 
and l be the number of levels. Let >%,>&,… ,>R be the 
number of participants in each level. Let )%, )&,… , )Rbe 
the threshold for each level and t be the global threshold. 
The secret sharing method splits the keys into multiple 
shares and distributes them to multiple nodes, which 
brings the challenge that due to node mobility, these key 
shares may not be available in the neighborhood when 
they are needed for secret re-construction. 
 
3.1 Distribution Phase 

3.1.1    Choose l-1 random values       
 
      T%, T&,… , TRM% " FGH  

           and define a polynomial of [CKD 0[ N T%K N T&K& N WN TRM%KRM%.The secret S 
= S(0) and the partial secrets  [* 0 [C-D for   - 0 1,2,… , S. For each compartment 
generate the authorized subsets. 

3.1.2    For all participants in each compartment 
randomly generate the secret 
shares[9%, [9&,… , [9J\ " FGH,1 , - , S and 
secretly send them to all participants. 

3.1.3 Choose an arbitrary one-way function f(x).For 
each authorized subset A in every 
compartment compute and broadcast the 
public shares              Y] 0 [* Z 6C∑ [9**"] D, 1 , - , S 
 

3.2 Recovery Phase 
3.2.1     All the t participants will submit their secret 

shares [9̂  along their group public sharesY]. 
3.2.2     From this information the partial secret for 

each compartment is calculated as  [* 06C∑ [9**"] D N Y]). 
3.2.3    Knowing the partial secrets, the secret S can 

be recovered. 
This technique is useful to provide a shared secret to 
legitimate nodes in a infrastructure-less mobile ad-hoc 
network (MANET). 
This scheme is having the disadvantage that a large 
amount of information must be broadcasted and 
authenticated. The complexity of this scheme is increased 
exponentially as the number of participants are increased 
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i.e., the number of public shares are exponentially 
increased with the number of participants. To overcome 
this disadvantage we propose the following two schemes 
in which the numbers of public shares are linearly 
proportional to the number of participants. 
Theorem 3.1: The proposed secret sharing scheme is 
ideal and is computationally perfect. 
Proof: In this scheme each participant is given exactly 
one secret share although each participant is having more 
than one public share. As we can see all of shares are 
from the same domain as the secret the proposed secret 
sharing scheme is ideal. This scheme allows to 
reconstruct the secret only if the collaborating 
participants form an authorized subset for each 
compartment. Note that to reconstruct the secret S each 
compartment needs to reconstruct its associated partial 
secret E*. At least )* participants from each compartment 
must participate in order to reconstruct the secret. Let this 
authorized subset be A. All the participants in A must 
submit their secret shares along with their group public 
share. By using the secret shares the combiner first 
calculate . 0 C∑ [9** D where [9* " B. Then one way 
hash function which is used in the distribution phase is 
applied to m. The result is then added to the group public 
share to obtain the partial secretE*. By using these partial 
shares we can reconstruct the original secret S. An 
unauthorized subset B cannot compute m. So the 
members of B cannot compute E* by themselves. 
4.   EFFICIENT SECRET SHARING SCHEMES 

FOR COMPARTMENTED GROUPS 
 

Compartmented access structure is a multipartite access 
structure such that all subsets containing at least ti 
participants from Ui for every i (i is varies between 1 to 
m, m is number of compartments) and a total threshold of 
at least t0 participants are qualified to reconstruct the 
secret. 

4.1 SECRET SHARING SCHEME WITHOUT 
HIDING THE IDENTITIES OF THE 
PARTICIPANTS 

 
    Let S be the secret, n be the total number of 
participants and l be the number of levels. Let >%,>&,… ,>R be the number of participants in each level. 
Let )%, )&,… , )R be the threshold for each level and t be 
the global threshold. It is worth emphasizing here that the 
shares have to be distributed securely (encrypted) in 
order to guarantee data integrity, and that t still needs to 
be authenticated. In other words, the shares have to be 
created and shared by only legitimate MANET nodes in 
order to avoid malicious nodes to reconstruct S using the 
broadcasted public information. To enable such 
functionalities, we could for instance use a pre-shared 
key which is only used for the initial distribution of the 
shares. 
 
 
 

4.1.1 DISTRIBUTION PHASE 
 
To share the secrets [9%, [9&,… , [9Jamong the n 
participants _%, _&,… , _J In distribution phase the dealer 
performs the following steps: 
 

1) Randomly choose n integers [9%, [9&,… , [9Jand 
also choose another l secrets so that [% N WN[J 0 E 

2) For each level -, 1 , - , Schoose )* Z 1 random 
values and generate the polynomial 6*`K̂ a 0 [* N =*OK N WN =*Q\bOKL\M% 1 , - , S, 1 , c ,)*        

    and compute 6*`K̂ a values for all n users. 
3) Compute d*^ 0 efgh .7? i for all n users 1 , - , S, 1 , c , )* e " FGHand e made as 

public. 
4) Then compute ?*^ 0 6*`K̂ a Z d*^ 
5) Send the individual secret values [9%, [9&,… , [9J 

to n participants securely and publish ?*^. 
 
 
4.1.2 RECOVERY PHASE 
  
 There must be at least )*collaborating participants from 
each compartment. Let the actual numbers P of 
collaborating participants be j%,j&,… ,jR such that jR 5 )* and ∑ j* X )R*A%  

1)       At least ti participants from each compartment 
must submit their d*^ values. 

2)    The combiner calculates 6*`K̂ a for each 
participant 

            using d*^  and public values ?*^ 0 6*`K̂ a 
3)      Then the combiner can establish the following 

system of linear equations: 
    [1 N =11KS1 N =12KS12 NWN =1)1Z1KS1)1Z1 0 61C1D 

 [1 N =11KS2 N =12KS22 NWN =1)1Z1KS2)1Z1 0 61C2D 
                   . . . . . . . . . . . . 
  [1 N =1j1KS1 N =12KSj12 NWN =1)1Z1KSj1)1Z1 0 61Cj1D 
                     ……………… 
  [S N =S1KS1 N =S2KS12 NWN =S)1Z1KS1)1Z1 0 6SC1D 
  [S N =S1KS2 N =S2KS22 NWN =S)1Z1KS2)1Z1 0 6SC2D 
                       . . . . . . . . . . 
 [S N =Sj1KS1 N =S2KSj12 NWN =S)1Z1KSj1)1Z1 0 6SCjSD  

 
4)       The combiner will solve the above equations 

and get the values of the partial secrets [%, [&,… , [R . From these we can recover the 
original secret S by adding all the partial secrets [%, [&,… , [R 
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4.2   SECRET SHARING SCHEME BY HIDING 
THE IDENTITIES OF THE PARTICIPANTS  

This scheme is same as above but here identities of the 
participants are hidden. 
 
4.2.1 DISTRIBUTION PHASE 

1) Let l be the number of levels and n be the number 
of participants. Randomly choose n integers [9%, [9&,… , [9Jand also choose another l secrets so that [% N WN [J 0 E 

2) For each level-, 1 , - , S, choose )* Z 1 random 
values and generate the polynomial 

 
            6*`K̂ a 0 [* N =*OK N WN =*Q\bOKL\M%, 
                   1 , - , S, 1 , c , )* 
       and compute 6*`K̂ a values for all n users. 

3) Compute d*^ 0 efgh .7? i for all n users 1 , - , S, 1 , c , )* e " FGHand e made as 
public  

4) Then compute  
           ?k 0 6*`d*^a, 1 , - , S, 1 , c , )* , 1 , U , > 

5) Send the individual secret values [9%, [9&,… , [9J 
to n participants securely and 
publish;%, ;&,… ,;Jfor all users in every 
compartment. The points are ), 

. 
 
4.2.2 SECRET RECOVERY: 

1) At least  participants from each compartment 
submit their  values. 

2) By using the Lagrange interpolation polynomial 
the combiner generates the   degree 
polynomial            

           ,         

  
   After solving the above equation we get the following 
equation: 
           . From this we can      
           Obtain the partial secret for every compartment. 

3) Finally, we get the secret  
 
4.2.3 SECURITY ANALYSIS 
 
     Following theorem establish that the proposed scheme 
is ideal and always recovers the secret in polynomial time 
if and only if the set of participants is an authorized set. 
Theorem 4.1: The secret can be recovered by the 
recovery phase described above in polynomial time if and 
only if the set of participants recovering the secret is an 
authorized set. 
Proof: In this scheme each participant is given exactly 
one secret share although each participant is having more 
than one public share. As we can see all of shares are 
from the same domain as the secret the proposed secret 
sharing scheme is ideal. This scheme allows 
reconstructing the secret only if the collaborating 

participants form an authorized subset for each 
compartment. Note that to reconstruct the secret S each 
compartment needs to reconstruct its associated partial 
secret . At least  participants from each compartment 
must participate in order to reconstruct the secret. Let this 
authorized subset be A. All the participants in A must 
submit their secret shares along with their group public 
share. By using the secret shares the combiner first 
calculate  where . Then one way 
hash function which is used in the distribution phase is 
applied to m. The result is then added to the group public 
share to obtain the partial secret . 
By using these partial shares we can reconstruct the 
original secret S. An unauthorized subset B cannot 
compute m. So the members of B cannot compute  by 
themselves.  
Above argument can also be extended for the other type 
of unauthorized set. Therefore, the secret can be 
recovered in polynomial time if and only if the set of 
participants recovering the secret is an authorized set. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
  In this work, we proposed a framework to facilitate 

secure data access in mobile wireless networks, where 
cryptographic keys. Three secret sharing schemes are 
proposed for Compartmented access structures. All these 
schemes are ideal and are computationally perfect and is 
based on the one-way function. By computationally 
perfect, we mean, an authorized set can always 
reconstruct the secret in polynomial time whereas for an 
unauthorized set this is computationally hard. This is in 
contrast to the majority of the schemes found in the 
literature, which are perfect in the probabilistic manner. 
A scheme is perfect in the probabilistic manner if either 
an authorized set may not be able to reconstruct the 
secret or an unauthorized set may be able to reconstruct 
the secret with some probability. In the first scheme the 
number of public shares grows exponentially with the 
number of participants. To overcome this disadvantage 
we proposed two efficient schemes in which the number 
of public shares ate linearly proportional to the number of 
participants. Both these schemes are similar except that 
in the third scheme the identities of the participants are 
also hidden. In this we also addressed the problem of 
malicious shareholders that aim to corrupt a secret 
sharing scheme. To prevent such a threat, legitimate 
shareholders must detect any modification of shares that 
has not been issued by a node responsible for the sharing 
of secret S.  
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